What other advice would you give students or recent graduates?

**Be a team player:** no man is an island. Your success throughout your career will depend on how well you work with others. Be a great partner. Be trustworthy and reliable. Rally around your team and always assume positive intent.

**Celebrate other people’s wins.** Be the one cheering loudest when your peers succeed. They will recognize that. We all want people rooting for us to succeed. Women, support other women. Men you do the same.

**Be brand and customer focused.** Articulate your vision - be clear about your creative vision but always keep the brand you work for top of mind. Do not take too much of a personal approach in your design when designing for a BRAND.

**Take initiative** whether on or off a job. Drive your own career. Build networks and a support system.

**SUPPORT YOUR BOSS!** Their success is your success. Offer to help them. While they are responsible for your development, you are there to support and help them meet their goals. By showing up for them, they will show up for you and ensure your growth and development.